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International courts use two key methodologies to determine the degree of deference
granted to states in their implementation of international obligations: the standard of
review and margin of appreciation. This book investigates how these doctrines are
applied in international courts, analysing where their approaches converge and diverge.
"In 1993, the CEB Commission 2 Material and Behavior Modelling established the Task
Group 2.5 Bond Models. It's terms of reference were ... to write a state-of-art report
concerning bond of reinforcement in concrete and later recommend how the knowledge
could be applied in practice (Model Code like text proposal)... {This work} covers the
first part ... the state-of-art report."--Pref.
Tunnels and Underground Cities: Engineering and Innovation meet Archaeology,
Architecture and Art contains the contributions presented at the World Tunnel Congress
2019 (Naples, Italy, 3-9 May 2019). The use of underground space is continuing to
grow, due to global urbanization, public demand for efficient transportation, and energy
saving, production and distribution. The growing need for space at ground level, along
with its continuous value increase and the challenges of energy saving and achieving
sustainable development objectives, demand greater and better use of the underground
space to ensure that it supports sustainable, resilient and more liveable cities. This
vision was the source of inspiration for the design of the logos of both the International
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(ITA) and Italian (SIG) Tunnelling Association. By placing key infrastructures
underground – the black circle in the logos – it will be possible to preserve and enhance
the quality of the space at ground level – the green line. In order to consider and value
underground space usage together with human and social needs, engineers, architects,
and artists will have to learn to collaborate and develop an interdisciplinary design
approach that addresses functionality, safety, aesthetics and quality of life, and
adaptability to future and varied functions. The 700 contributions cover a wide range of
topics, from more traditional subjects connected to technical challenges of design and
construction of underground works, with emphasis on innovation in tunneling
engineering, to less conventional and archetypically Italian themes such as
archaeology, architecture, and art. The book has the following main themes:
Archaeology, Architecture and Art in underground construction; Environment
sustainability in underground construction; Geological and geotechnical knowledge and
requirements for project implementation; Ground improvement in underground
constructions; Innovation in underground engineering, materials and equipment; Long
and deep tunnels; Public communication and awareness; Risk management, contracts
and financial aspects; Safety in underground construction; Strategic use of
underground space for resilient cities; Urban tunnels. Tunnels and Underground Cities:
Engineering and Innovation meet Archaeology, Architecture and Art is a valuable
reference text for tunneling specialists, owners, engineers, architects and others
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involved in underground planning, design and building around the world, and for
academics who are interested in underground constructions and geotechnics.
In discussing a management topic, scholars, educators, practitioners, and the media
often toss out the name of a theorist (Taylor, Simon, Weber) or make a sideways
reference to a particular theory (bureaucracy, total quality management, groupthink)
and move on, as if assuming their audience possesses the necessary background to
appreciate and integrate the reference. This is often far from the case. Individuals are
frequently forced to seek out a hodgepodge of sources varying in quality and
presentation to provide an overview of a particular idea. This work is designed to serve
as a core reference for anyone interested in the essentials of contemporary
management theory. Drawing together a team of international scholars, it examines the
global landscape of the key theories and the theorists behind them, presenting them in
the context needed to understand their strengths and weaknesses to thoughtfully apply
them. In addition to interpretations of long-established theories, it also offers essays on
cutting-edge research as one might find in a handbook. And, like an unabridged
dictionary, it provides concise, to-the-point definitions of key concepts, ideas, schools,
and figures. Features and Benefits: Two volumes containing over 280 signed entries
provide users with the most authoritative and thorough reference resources available
on management theory, both in terms of breadth and depth of coverage. Standardized
presentation format, organized into categories based on validity and importance,
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structures entries so that readers can assess the fundamentals, evolution, and impact
of theories. To ease navigation between and among related entries, a Reader’s Guide
groups entries thematically and each entry is followed by Cross-References. In the
electronic version, the Reader’s Guide combines with the Cross-References and a
detailed Index to provide robust search-and-browse capabilities. An appendix with a
Chronology of Management Theory allows readers to easily chart directions and trends
in thought and theory from early times to the present. An appendix with Central
Management Insights allows readers to easily understand, compare, and apply major
theoretical messages of the field. Suggestions for Further Reading at the end of each
entry guide readers to sources for more detailed research and discussion. Key themes
include: Nature of Management Managing People, Personality, and Perception
Managing Motivation Managing Interactions Managing Groups Managing Organizations
Managing Environments Strategic Management Human Resources Management
International Management and Diversity Managerial Decision Making, Ethics, and
Creativity Management Education, Research, and Consulting Management of
Operations, Quality, and Information Systems Management of Entrepreneurship
Management of Learning and Change Management of Technology and Innovation
Management and Leadership Management and Social / Environmental Issues PLUS:
Appendix of Chronology of Management Theory PLUS: Appendix of Central
Management Insights
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Based on the Institute of Concrete Technology's advanced course, this new four
volume series is a comprehensive educational and reference resource for the concrete
materials technologist. An expert international team of authors from research, academia
and industry has been brought together to produce this unique reference source. Each
volume deals with different aspects of the properties, composition, uses and testing of
concrete. With worked examples, case studies and illustrations throughout, this series
will be a key reference for the concrete specialist for years to come. Expert international
authorship ensures the series is authoritative Case studies and worked examples help
the reader apply their knowledge to practice Comprehensive coverage of the subject
gives the reader all the necessary reference material
"The ever expanding abundance of information and computing power enables researchers and
users to tackle highly interesting issues for the first time, such as applications providing
personalized access and interactivity to multimodal information based on user preferences and
semantic concepts or human-machine interface systems utilizing information on the affective
state of the user. The purpose of this book is to provide insights on how todays computer
engineers can implement AI in real world applications. Overall, the field of artificial intelligence
is extremely broad. In essence, AI has found applications, in one way or another, in every
aspect of computing and in most aspects of modern life. Consequently, it is not possible to
provide a complete review of the field in the framework of a single book, unless if the review is
broad rather than deep. In this book we have chosen to present selected current and emerging
practical applications of AI, thus allowing for a more detailed presentation of topics. The book
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is organized in four parts; General Purpose Applications of AI; Intelligent Human-Computer
Interaction; Intelligent Applications in Signal Processing and eHealth; and Real world AI
applications in Computer Engineering."
The Architect Registration Exam (ARE) is part of the licensing requirements for U.S. and
Canadian architects. A computerized, closed-book exam, the ARE is administered year-round
at a network of test centers.The topics represented on the ARE may be roughly divided into
two areas: structural and nonstructural. We offer two primary study guides for the exam -- one
volume devoted to each area. Each volume includes concise reviews of the exam topics, with
practice problems and solutions.Volume I: Structural Topics offers a comprehensive review of
ARE structural exam topics, including structural systems, building loads, wood and steel
construction, soils and foundations, and lateral forces. The book provides 160 practice
questions, with solutions, and test-taking strategy. The text is enhanced by illustrations,
figures, and tables, along with a detailed index.
Offers a comprehensive review of structural topics and helps you prepare successfully for the
General Structures and Lateral Forces divisions on NCARB's Architect Registration
Examination (ARE). Hundreds of examples, illustrations, and tables enhance the text and 160
multiple-choice practice problems with solutions help you determine areas where you need
additional study. This sixth edition is updated to reflect the 2003 International Building Code
which is referenced on the exam. The chapters that were updated from the fifth edition are: Ch.
2: Loads on Buildings Ch. 8: Building Code Requirements on Structural Design Ch. 9: some
minor changes due to updates reflecting the National Design Specifications for Wood
Construction (NDS) 2001. Ch. 13: Lateral Forces--Wind Ch. 14: Lateral Forces--Earthquakes
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This volume (Parts A and B) contains the edited papers presented at the annual Review of
Progress in Quantitative Nondestructive Evaluation held at Bowdoin College, Brunswick, ME
on July 24-28, 1989. The Review was organized by the Center for Advanced NDE at the Ames
Laboratory of the U. S. Department of Energy, in cooperation with the Office of Basic Energy
Sciences, USDOE, and the Materials Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. The
statistics for the 1989 Review of Progress in QNDE include a total of over 460 participants from
the U. S. and nine foreign countries who presented some 325 papers. Over the years this
conference has grown into one of the largest, most significant gatherings of NDE researchers
and engineers in the world. The meeting was divided into 35 sessions, with as many as four
sessions running concurrently, and covering all stages of NDE development from basic
research investigations to early engineering applications and all methods of inspection science
from ultrasonics to x-ray tomography. The Editors have organized the papers in the
Proceedings according to topical subject headings, rather than in the original order of
presentation. This rearrangement yields a more user-friendly reference work and follows a
pattern now familiar to regular attendees of the Review. Some changes in the headings and
their subcategories have been introduced to accommodate dynamic evolution of the field, as
we observe it.
Issues for 1955 accompanied by supplement: Construction volume and costs, 1915-1954.

Filled with classic and current research about all aspects of educating young
children with special needs, THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD: INCLUSION IN EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION, 8th Edition, discusses key approaches and tools
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needed to provide an optimal setting for young exceptional children with special
needs and their families. Many checklists and forms are included for use within
the classroom to aid teachers and caregivers in developing a developmentally
appropriate environment. The book's friendly and easy-to-use format is useful
whether you are an educator or parent/caregiver. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
This book considers how judicial review can be improved to strike the appropriate
balance between legislative and judicial power.
Using a unique behavioral assessment and treatment planning framework, the
updated Sixth Edition provides a systematic overview of behavioral and cognitive
principles and their applications to a wide range of issues and situations
encountered in human services professions. Up-to-date practice examples drawn
from eight diverse case studies illustrate the range and versatility of the behavior
change approach in an increasingly diverse and multicultural society, while an
innovative chapter on clinical applications of behavioral and cognitive intervention
techniques also addresses current influences in the field. This edition embraces
the rigorous empirical foundations that have made this approach such a
significant contributor to the national and international therapeutic milieu of the
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21st century.
It is now generally acknowledged that depression is as much a disorder of
childhood as of adulthood. Yet it is also clear that the manifestation of depression
in children is more varied, complex, and difficult to detect. It may, for instance,
show up in the form of anger, somatic symptoms, or lowered school
performance. While school professionals are often the first to recognize that a
child has a problem, they may be unable to accurately diagnose it as depression
or provide any treatment within the school setting. Childhood Depression is
designed specifically for school practitioners who wish to increase their
understanding of depression in children so that they may identify it, assess its
severity, and plan appropriate interventions. In this book, Kevin Stark provides a
thorough review of the empirical basis for the diagnosis of depression in children,
and detailed information on how to make this assessment. He also describes a
multi-component treatment program (cognitive-behavioral, family therapy, and
school consultation), which has been validated with a large number of children.
The main feature of this volume is the step-by-step description of how to
implement such a program. A session-by-session outline, case examples, and
clinical insights are given, and the author provides an array of treatment-related
methods, i.e. the pleasant events schedule, exercises to facilitate cognitive
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restructuring, and sample behavioral contracts, which further enhance the book's
usefulness. Childhood Depression is a concise, practical, and up-to-date guide
for any professional working with school-age children. It is particularly relevant for
school psychologists, counselors, social workers, administrators, and students in
these areas.
Clinical Psychology & People with Intellectual Disabilities provides trainee and
qualified clinical psychologists with the most up-to-date information and practical
clinical skills for working with people with intellectual disabilities. Represents an
invaluable training text for those planning to work with people with intellectual
disabilities Includes coverage of key basic concepts, relevant clinical skills, and
the most important areas of clinical practice All chapters have been fully updated
with the latest evidence. New chapters cover working professionally, working with
people with autism and addressing aspects of the wider social context within
which people with learning disabilities live. Beneficial to related health and social
care staff, including psychiatrists, nurses, and social workers
Authored by nationally recognized scholar and behavioral consultant Dr. John W. Maag, this
book focuses primarily on students' observable behaviors and the environmental factors that
affect their expression. As Maag points out, behavior management is probably one of the most
misunderstood concepts in education. Written in a very accessible style, this book demystifies
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stereotypical beliefs and misconceptions regarding the use of reinforcement, punishment, and
self-control. Maag offers clear, but detailed descriptions of proven intervention techniques,
supplemented by a range of step-by-step guidelines, sample forms, charts, graphs, and
illustrations that assist teachers in implementing the techniques. Although the techniques
described in the book are based on a sound theoretical and empirical foundation, the author
limits the use of technical jargon and infuses real-life examples and case studies that clarify
and illuminate the presentation. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Leading experts in the field bring you the latest research, practical programming ideas and
intervention strategies... * Key components in successful school-based service delivery *
Evidence-based clinical services * Funding sources and strategies * How to build effective,
collaborative interagency relationships * Solutions to the barriers of misunderstanding and
stigma * Effective family interventions ... and show you how "real world" programs are
successfully being implemented in a broad variety of service delivery systems.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 13th International Conference on Simulation of
Adaptive Behavior, SAB 2014, held in Castellón, Spain, in July 2014. The 32 papers presented
in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in the proceedings. They
cover the main areas in animat research, including the animat approach and methodology,
perception and motor control, navigation and internal world models, learning and adaptation,
evolution and collective and social behavior.
The Wiley CIA Exam Review Focus Notes are developed for each of the three parts of the
Certified Internal Auditor (CIA) exam sponsored by the Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA). The
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purpose of the focus notes is to digest and assimilate the vast amounts of knowledge, skills,
and abilities (KSAs) tested on the CIA exam in a clear, concise, easy-to-read, and easy-to-use
format. Each of the focus notes book topics is organized in the same way as the Wiley CIA
Exam Review book topics, that is, one focus-notes book for each of the four-volume review
books. The four-volume Focus Notes books will ...
Applications of operant techniques in treatment and education have proliferated in recent
years. Among the various techniques, the token economy has been particu larly popular. The
token economy has been extended to many populations included in psychiatry, clinical
psychology, education, and the mental health fields in general. Of course, merely because a
technique is applied widely does not neces sarily argue for its efficacy. Yet, the token economy
has been extensively re searched. The main purpose of this book is to review, elaborate, and
evaluate critically research bearing on the token economy. The book examines several
features of the token economy including the variables that contribute to its efficacy, the
accomplishments, limitations, and potential weaknesses, and recent advances. Because the
token economy literature is vast, the book encompasses programs in diverse treatment,
rehabilitation, and educational settings across a wide range of populations and behaviors.
Within the last few years, a small number of books on token economies have appeared. Each
of these books describes a particular token economy in one treatment ,etting, details practical
problems encountered, and provides suggestions for ad ministering the program. This focus is
important but neglects the extensive scholarly research on token economies. The present book
reviews research across diverse settings and clients. Actually, this focus is quite relevant for
implementing token economies because the research reveals those aspects and treatment
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variations that contribute to or enhance client performance.

The conference on ‘Interdisciplinary Research in Technology and Management” was a
bold experiment in deviating from the traditional approach of conferences which focus
on a specific topic or theme. By attempting to bring diverse inter-related topics on a
common platform, the conference has sought to answer a long felt need and give a fillip
to interdisciplinary research not only within the technology domain but across domains
in the management field as well. The spectrum of topics covered in the research papers
is too wide to be singled out for specific mention but it is noteworthy that these papers
addressed many important and relevant concerns of the day.
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